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The following arXiv articles have background information about the dynamics of regular N-
gons. [H5] has recently been updated and it is recommended. We will summarize some of the 
content here.  
H2] Hughes G.H., Outer billiards, digital filters and kicked Hamiltonians, arXiv:1206.5223 
 
[H3] Hughes G.H., Outer billiards on Regular Polygons, arXiv:1311.6763 
 
[H4] Hughes G.H., First Families of Regular Polygons arXiv: 1503.05536 
 
H[5] Hughes G.H.  First Families of Regular Polygons and their Mutations arXiv: 1612.09295 
 

The algebraic complexity of any prime N-gon is (N-1)/2 so N = 13 (and the matching N = 26) 
are ‘order’ 6 along with N = 21, 36 and 42. Very little is known about the dynamics of these 
polygons – but in general polygons with the same algebraic complexity appear to have similar 
dynamics. 

The First Family is shown below. 

    

The generation scaling for N odd or twice-odd is relative to DS[2] – which plays the role of the 
second generation D tile – so it is often called D[1]. The matching scaled copy of N = 13 is 
called M[1]. In both cases the scale is GenScale[13]: 

GenScale[13] = scale[6] = [ ] [ ]
26 13

Tan Tanπ π ≈ 0.02992783094972740245925.  

 

 

 

 

http://arxiv.org/abs/1206.5223
http://arxiv.org/abs/1311.6763
http://arxiv.org/abs/1503.05536
http://arxiv.org/abs/1612.09295


When N is odd it is common to embed N inside 2N -  as shown below. This has no effect on the 
cyclotomic field and the scaling is compatible, so algebraically and geometrically they are 
equivalent. Since the generation scaling is based on D – this embedding is sometimes 
unavoidable. Note that GenStar is unchanged and if this image was cut in half, the left side 
would be the First Family of N = 13. 

 

 
 
Evolution of First Families 
 
First Generation 
 
The ‘web’ plot below is an enlargement of the left-half of the plot above. There is a perfect 
match between the ideal First Family of N = 13 and the actual family that occurs in the Web – so 
each Cyan First Family member is an actual tile that occurs in the web. (The D tile shown here is 
also an actual tile but it is shown here in Cyan for convenience.) 
 

 
 
 
N = 13 is the second 4k+1 prime number. The 4k+1 Conjecture of [H3] predicts that it will have 
remnants of the First Families on all scales. In particular there should be sequences of D[k] and 
M[k] tiles converging to GenStar with ratio of periods approaching 14 as in the table below. 

In general we define the ‘kth-generation’ of an N-gon to be the First Family of D[k-1].  For all 
4k + 1 prime N-gons, there is a distinction between even and odd generations. This creates a 
high-low alternation in the ratios of periods. Since the M’s for each generation form on the edges 



of the D’s from the previous generation, their alternation is reversed relative to the D’s. The 
tables for N = 5 and N = 17 are very similar.  
 

Six generations of M’s and D’s for N = 13 
  Generation Period Ratio Generation Period Ratio 
M[1] 10*13  D[1] 9*13  
M[2] 182*13 18.20000 D[2] 119*13 13.22222 
M[3] 2506*13 13.76923 D[3] 1673*13 14.05882 
M[4] 35126*13 14.01676 D[4] 23415*13 13.99582 
M[5] 491722*13 13.99880 D[5] 327817*13 14.00029 
M[6] 6884150*13 14.00008 D[6] 4589431*13 13.99998 
 
 
 
On the left below is the invariant outer star region for N = 13. Based on the Family Relationship 
Lemma of [H5], the odd DS[k] will always have a First Family member which matches D[1] 
(and the even S[k] will have an M[1] in their First Family) For example DS[3] (= DS3) will have 
D[1] as its step-5 tile, and the matching virtusl D for DS3 has a step-1 tle which survives as a 
DS3[2]. There are similar relationships for DS5 and DS7 so all of these tiles are closely related. 
It seems that one of the key factors for the existence of future generations is that DS3[2] needs to 
survive along with D[2] and M[2]. For example with N = 11 and N = 19 this second-generation 
DS3 does not exist and there are no signs of D[2] or future generations. These are both 4k+3 
primes and it may be true that 4k+1 primes like N = 13 have future generations because DS3 
survives the transition to the next generation. 
 
 

                 
 
The Second Generation of N = 13  

 



 
In the plot above we have constructed the ‘ideal’ First Famiy of D[1] to compare with the actual. 
This is easy to do – just scale the existing First Family by GenScale[13] (NOT GenScale[6]) 
and then translate to the the center of D[1]: 
 
FFD1 =TranslationTransform[cD1] [FirstFamily*GenScale[13]] 
 
The actual second generation is quite distict from the predicted and this is to be expected, but the 
critical DS3, DS2 and DS1 survive – and this bodes well for future generations. The 2nd 
generation of N= 13 is filled with ‘almost’ matches between expected and actual tiles. On close 
inspection the actual tile that forms in the DS5 position is a slight displacement of the predicted 
and the central tile adjacent to D[1] is almost’ the same size as a DS9., There is a natural 
dichotomy between the D[1] tiles and M[1] tiles and Px lies in between their spheres of influence 
– so it plays a role similar to S[5] of N = 13 – which is the only tile shared by D and N = 13 
In general for 4k+1 N-gons, the even and odd generatins will tend to be similar- and indeed there 
is a similar Px tile in the 4th generation – but these generations are not self-similar. However the 
region local to M[1] seems to be almost self-similar between generations. As explained in [H5] 
the local First Family for M[1] should consist of scaled versions of the even DS[k], but the only 
First Family of M[1] which surives is DS4 and of course DS12 –which is D[1]. This DS4 is a 
step-2 of M[1] so it is an S[2] tile of M[1] and we will call it S[2]. We know the exact parameters 
of this tile and we also know the displacement of the matching S[2]. This will allow us to 
construct Py – which also seems to survive in future generation, so the Py in the 3rd generation 
will be Py*GenScale[13].  
 
It sould be clear that Py is not ‘conforming’ relative to M[1] or D[1] but it does share a star point 
with M[1] and this why it is relatively easy to construct. By contrast Px is ‘conforming’ relative 
to D[1] because its star[12] (GenStar) poin is star[1] of D[1]. This should make it easy to find its 
parameters- but there is no obvious 2nd star point – and it will take 3 or 4 pages of calculatins to 
find a 2nd star point and construct Px. It is surprising that the matching construction in the 4th 
generation is much simpler – but neither Px has been verified except that both seem to fit the 
extended web development. The key to finding the star points of any tile is to track the web 
development as shown below in magenta 
 

 
 
Note that there are early magena edges of Px that form in the web and these will allow us to find 
a star point using just 96 iterations of initial points which lie on the extended edges of D[1].  The 
hard part is finding the correct initial points to iterate. 
 
. 



Derivation of Py 

As a geneal rule-of-thumb, we will work inside N= 26 except when it is necessary to explore the 
web evolution. So when we derive the parameters of Px below , we will work inside N = 13, but 
for Py we do not need explicit information about the web development, so it will be easier to 
work inside N = 26.. This means that the orientation of the First Families are reversed relative to 
N = 13 – but that is is trivial matter and Photoshop will flip them over if desired.  

As indicated in [H5], the local First Family of N = 13 inside N = 26 will consist of the even S[k] 
of N = 26 as shown in magenta below. Note  that S[10] is the only member of this First Family 
which is also part of the First Family of N = 26 or D. All of this remains true for any subsequent 
generations, but there is no guarantee that any of these First Family members will exist in future 
generations. However for N = 13 it appears that S[2] always exists. 

 

Below we will work at the foot of N = 26 with D[2] serving as D[1].  This will give us the 
orientation shown below – with D[1] on the left of M[1]. 

For reference we will import the First Family of D[1] as shown in Cyan below: 

FFD1=TranslationTransform[cD1]/@(FirstFamily*Gen); 
FFD1R=ReflectionTransform[{1,0},cD1]/@FFD1; M1= FFD1R[[12]]; 

                   

 

 

 

 



Below is the right side of M[1] where we will derive Py. Each star[k] point of M[1] defines a 
potential S[k], but the only one that exists here is S[2]. This tile is a clone of S[4] of D[1] so its 
dimensions are known. The virtual S[5] of M[1] is the same as S[10] of D[1] and it is the only 
tile that is a menber of both families. (S[2] is the right size but wrong position to be an S[4] of 
D[1]). 

 

S[2] (and S[5] are ‘conforming’ relative to M[1] but since M[1] is a odd N-gon the notion of 
‘conforming’ is slightly different. S[2] and S[5] do not share their GenStar points with M[1] but 
they do share their penultimate star[11] points with star[1] of M[1]. This imples that S[2] has a 
slight offset from M[1] – even though it looks like they share a vertex. This is ‘generic’ for all 
odd N-gons. We will find the exact parameters of S[2] in the same fashion as the Existence 
Theoren for the N-even case. Just use star[1] and star[2] of M[1] as star[11] and star 

It is possible to derive Py without using S[10] – but the relationship between M[1] and S[10] is 
an important link between M[1] and D[1] because D[10] is the only member of both First 
Families. Since S[2] and S[10] are ‘conformal’ relative to M[1], they share the star[1] point of 
M[1] – and star[3] of S[10] is star[5] of M[1] so either one can be used as the star[5] of Py.  But 
Py is not ‘conforming’ to M[1] l so it is not trivial to find  second star point. (There is a close 
match between star[8] of S[10] and the right-side star[1] of Py - but it is only within 4 decimal 
places. These coincidences are common because there are so many star points.) 

 

 

 

 



(i) To find the (exact) star points of M[1] 

MidM1 = {cS[1][[1]],-1};  rM1 = rS[1]; 
 hM1 = HeightFromRadius[rM1,13];  
StarM1 = Table[MidM1 + {hM1*Tan[k*Pi/13],0}, {k,1,5}]; 
 

(ii) Star[1] of Py appears to be star[11] of the displaced S[2] – which we will call Sy. To 
construct Sy we will first need S[2] – which we call Sx. Even though Sx is part of the First 
Family of M[1] it is not part of the First Famiy of D[1]. We could import the First Family of 
M[1], but we only need exact parameters. Since Sx is a clone of  DS4 the exact height is know: 

hSx = HeightFromRadius[rS[4]*GenScale[13],26]; rSx = RadiusFromHeight[hSx,26];   

From our results in [H5] we know that the tiles of the First Family will have the same offsets as 
the First Family of D[1] – namely sD1/2 where sD1 = side of D[1] = sN*scale[11 

so MidSx =  StarM1[[2]] + {sD1/2,0}= 2 2 2{ [ ] 2 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ], 1}
13 26 13 26 13

Tan Tan Tan Tan Tanπ π π π π
− + + −   

cSx = {MidSx + {0,hSx}; StarSx =  Table[MidSx + {hSx*Tan[k*Pi/26],0}, {k,1,12}];   

This gives the exact value of the star points of Sx and we will displace them to get the star points 
of Sy.  Sx = RotateCorner[cSx + {rSx,0},26,cSx] 

(iii) The displacement of Sy is d1=StarM1[[4]][[1]]- StarSx[[8]][[1]]; (which is also sM1= sD1) 
Sy=Table[Sx[[k]]+{d1,0},{k,1,26}];StarSy=Table[StarSx[[k]]+{d1,0},{k,1,12}]; 
 
 (iv) This gives the exact horizontal coordinate of the two star points of Py as 

p1 = StarM1[[5]][[1]]= 2 23[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
26 26 13 26 13

Cot Tan Tan Tan Tanπ π π π π
− +   

p2= StarSy[[11]][[1]] = 
2 2 2 25 2 5 2[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

26 26 13 26 13 26 13 26 26 13 13
Cot Tan Tan Tan Tan Tan Tan Cot Tan Tan Tanπ π π π π π π π π π π

− + + −

These are on opposite sides of Py with local indices star[1] and star[5] so 

hPy=(p1-p2)/(Tan[Pi/13]+Tan[5*Pi/13]) 
MidPy={p2,-1}+{hPy*Tan[Pi/13],0};cPy=MidPy+{0,hPy}; 
rPy=RadiusFromHeight[hPy,13];Py=RotateCorner[cPy+{0,rPy},13,cPy]; 
 

hPy =  
2 2 2 23 5 2 5 2[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

26 26 26 26 26 13 26 26 13 13
3[ ] [ ]
26 13

Cot Tan Cot Tan Tan Tan Cot Tan Tan Tan

Cot Tan

π π π π π π π π π π

π π

− − +

+

  

 



AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hPy,GenScale[13],x]= 
2 3 4 597 3443 3875 111 1511 155

208 208 104 104 208 208
x x x x x

− + + − −  ≈ 0.00434949396983194375818024067241 

But since Py is a 13-gon our convention is to give its defining equation relative to N = 13, not  N 
= 26. This will greatly simplify such equations. The conversion is easy because N = 13 is S[11] 
inside N = 26, so we simply evaluate this polynomial at GenSale[13] to get hPy relative to N = 
26 (which by default is 1) and then take hPy/hS[11].  

2 3 4 597 3443 3875 111 1511 155[ _] : ;
208 208 104 104 208 208

x x x x xf x = − + + − −   hPy = f[GenScale[13]; 

AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hPy/hS11,GenScale[13]],x]= 

2 3 4 53 93 43 29 35 3
16 16 8 8 16 16

x x x x x
− − + + +  this is a simpler form and represents the fundamental 

polynomial for Py. It is the same as hPy/hN where N is N = 13. This will be our convention 
throughout and the resulting equations will be simpler and make more sense. 

cPy[[1]]  = 2 2 2 25 2 5 2[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
26 26 13 26 13 26 13 26 26 13 13

Cot Tan Tan Tan Tan Tan Tan Cot Tan Tan Tanπ π π π π π π π π π π
− + + −  + 

2 2 2 23 5 2 5 2[ ]( [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ])
13 26 26 26 26 26 13 26 26 13 13

3[ ] [ ]
26 13

Tan Cot Tan Cot Tan Tan Tan Cot Tan Tan Tan

Cot Tan

π π π π π π π π π π π

π π

− − +

+

 ≈ -0.215437757574 

 

 Later we will derive the matching Py in the 4th generation and discover that the new hPy is 
exactly hPy*GenScale[13]2 so these Py tiles scale just like the First Family tiles. This impiles 
that the region local to M[k] is self-similar to the region around M[1]. This is a surprise, because 
the overall structure of generations is not self-similar. 

 

 



Derivation of Px 

The situation with the Px tiles is quite different and they do not appear to scale along with the 
D[k] and M[k]. However the even and odd generations do appear to have similar Px tiles and we 
will see that the 2nd generation Px here is similar to the Px of the 4th generation.  

Since Px is conforming to D[1], it is only necessary to find one more star point. Here are the 
steps that we used. Because it will be necessary track the early web development  of the 2nd 
generation, we will do the calculation inside N =13 rather than N = 26. Going back and forth is 
an easy process and the N = 13 web is clearly simpler than the  N = 26 web. 

(i) Explore the early N = 13 web in the region between D[1] and M[1] looking for possible star 
points of Px. The most promising initial intervals are in the overlap between the star points of D1 
and the DS[3] so we need to find these star points: 

FFD1=TranslationTransform[cDS[1]]/@(FirstFamily*GenScale); 

FFD1R=ReflectionTransform[{1,0},cDS[1]]/@FFD1; 

hD1 = HeightFromRadius[rDS[2],26]; MidD1= {cDS[2][[1]],-1}; 

StarD1= Table[MidD1 + {hD1*Tan[k*Pi/26],0}, {k,1,11}];  (in magenta below) 

We will also need the (exact) star points of DS[3] – which we shorten to DS3:  

hDS3 = HeightFromRadius[rDS[3],13]; MidDS3 = {cDS[3],-1} 

StarDS3= Table[MidDS3 - {hDS3*Tan[k*Pi/13],0}, {k,1,5}];   (left-side star points in magenta 
below. Note that star[11] of D1 is star[1] of DS3.) 

                         

 

The following W0 algorithm will create 13 matching intervals for each of the 13 D tiles 
surrounding N = 13. When iterated, the resulting points will be cropped to the desired region 
between D1 and M1. The offsets below are relative to the origin – so this the exact interval 
between Star[9] and star[10] of D1 divided into 1000 points. 

H1=W0[-StarD1[[9]][[1]]-s0/2,.0010,-StarD1[[10]][[1]]-s0/2]; 

Web=Flatten[Table[V[H1[[k]],200],{k,1,Length[H1]}],1]; (generate the web to depth 200) 



Portions of this web are show below in blue. This is the region to the left of M1- which is 
dominated by a Px tile. It seems likely that the central region here contains early edges of Px, 

 

The interval from star[9] of D1 to star[4] of DS3, maps the region local to the  green point above. 
If the exact coordinates of such a point can be found, it will enable us to find the corresponding 
star point- because the slope of this edge must match an existing edge  of N =26. Therefore we 
will use star[4] of DS3 as the initial point, but star points are discontinuous under , so we have 
to use a nearby point to obtain the correct ‘corner sequence’ of star[4]. 

(ii) Find a point just to the left (or right) of star[4] of DS3 

p0 = StarDS3[[4]]-{.00001,0};  
Hx = Table[RotationTransform[2*k*Pi/13,{0,0}][p0], {k,1,13}];  (13 points in magenta below) 
Web = Table[V[Hx[[k]], 94],{k,1,13]}] (iterate each of the 13 points 94 times – in black)      
 

           
By visual inspection, the green target point is in the Web, so this is also a black point. By 
definition, every black point is within 94 iterations of a magenta point, so the only issue is which 
magenta point maps to the green. Just test each under , and it is point p1 shown here. 



(iii) Now compute the ‘corner sequence’ of p1. This is the sequence of vertices of N = 13 that 
correspond to the orbit of p1. In Mathematica IND[p1,100] will find the first 100 indices of these 
vertices. Since the vertices are exact, the orbit itself will be exact – except for the fact that p1 is 
just an approximation for the local star[4] point of DS[3]. We can find this local star[4] point by 
simply rotating star[4] of the original DS[3] until it matches up with p1: 

p3= NewStar4 = RotationTransform[10*Pi/13,{0,0}][StarDS3R[[4]]]; This point is known 
exactly, so it can be plugged into the corner sequenc for p1 (We know they have the same corner 
sequence because otherwise the original interval would be split.) 

(iv) Since our software is orientated toward the ‘return’ map 2, we will take the first 96 points in 
48 pairs using p3 = newstar[4]. To do this, P1= PIM[p3,48,1] will automatically read the corner 
sequence from IND[p1,100] and use the first 96 points in pairs, so the green target point will be 
p4 = P1[[48]] 

(v) This green point p4 point is now know exactly because p3 was exact: Here are the values: 

(a) The initial p0 point was the rotated star[4] point of DS3.  

p0[[1]] = 3 3 5 3 3 3[ ] [ ]( [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ](1 [ ] [ ]) 2 [ ]( 1 [ ] [ ]))
13 13 26 13 26 26 13 26 26 13 26

Sin Cos Cot Tan Tan Cot Tan Tan Cot Tan Tanπ π π π π π π π π π π
− − + − + − +   

p0[[2]] = 3 3 5 3 3 3[ ] [ ]( [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ](1 [ ] [ ]) 2 [ ]( 1 [ ] [ ]))
13 13 26 13 26 26 13 26 26 13 26

Cos Sin Cot Tan Tan Cot Tan Tan Cot Tan Tanπ π π π π π π π π π π
+ − + − + − +   

(b) The ‘target’ green p4 point has coordinates 

p4[[1]] = 
3 3 3 3 5 3 36 [ ] [ ] 2 [ ] [ ] 8 [ ] [ ] 8 [ ] [ ] 4 [ ] [ ]( [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ](1 [ ] [ ]))

26 13 26 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 26 13 26 26 13 26
Cos Sec Cos Sec Sin Sin Sec Sin Tan Cos Cot Tan Tan Cot Tan Tanπ π π π π π π π π π π π π π π π

− − − + − + + + −

 p4[[2]] = 
3 2 3 5 3 5 3 3[ ] [ ](4 4 [ ] 2 [ ] 2 [ ] 4 [ ]) [ ]( [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( 1 [ ] [ ]))
13 13 13 26 26 26 13 26 13 26 26 13 26

Cos Sec Cos Sin Sin Sin Sin Cot Tan Tan Cot Tan Tanπ π π π π π π π π π π π π
+ − − + + + − + − +

  

(vi) The next step is to find the corresponding intersection point with the horizontal axis, This 
will (hopefully) be a star point of Px. All of the web intervals must be parallel to the edges of N 
= 13 or N = 26, so we know the slope of this edge – it is  slope1= Tan[6*Pi/26] – so this implies 
that this will be a star[3] point – because it covers 3 edge rotations. 

x1= p4[[1]]; y1= p4[[2]]; b = y1-slope1*x1; x2= (-1-b)/slope1; qx= {x2,-1}; 

This is our final target point and it should be the star[3] point of Px. We only need the first 
coordinate of qx – but the trigonometric form of this point is ‘messy’*, so we will ask 
Mathematica to convert it to complex cyclotomic form: 

 



Simplify[qx[[1]] = 

1/26 3/26 5/26 9/26 11/26 15/26 17/26 19/26 21/26 23/26 25/26

1/13 2/13 1/13 2/13 1/13 2/13
i ( 1) 8( 1) 4( 1) 4( 1) 8( 1) ( 1) 6( 1) 8( 1) 8( 1) 6( 1) ( 1)

( 1 ( 1) )(1 ( 1) )(1 ( 1) ( 1) )(1 ( 1) ( 1) )
− + − − − + − − − + − + − − − + − + − − − + −

−
− + − + − − − + − + − + −

  

Since expressions like this are awkward to reproduce, we will take one more step and convert 
this important parameter to polynomial form by making it into a scale. The easiest way to do this 
is divide by Tan[Pi/13]: 

AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[qx[[1]]/Tan[Pi/13],GenScale],x]= 

2 3 4 5571 1493 377 171 183 15
16 16 8 8 16 16

x x x x x
− + + − − −   

(vii) Now we know two star points of Px: the new star[3] and GenStar – which is star[12]. 

(v) p1= qx[[1]]; p2=GenStar[[1]]; d=p1-p2; 

hPx = d/(Tan[12*Pi/26]-Tan[3*Pi/26]);  MidPx = {p1,-1} +{hPx*Tan[3*Pi/26],0}; 

cPx = MidPx+ {0,hPx}; rPx = RadiusFromHeight[hPx,26]; 

Px = RotateCorner[cPx + {rPx,0},26,cPx];  (shown below) 

AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hPx/hN,GenScale],x]= 

2 3 4 55 175 25 15 13
16 16 8 8 16 16

x x x x x
− + + − − −   

The magenta point is qx = star[3] of Px and the green point is MidPx 

 

Just for the record here are the approximate values of the height and center (assuming height of 1 
for N = 13) 

N[cPx,30]= {-8.09092597711708437960144560479,-0.982416278246062509381134308489} 

N[hPx,30]= 0.0175837217539374906188656915112 

≈ -8.10008234514245375497082479096+0.*10^-30 I 



Even though these investigations were done in the context of N = 13 it is a trivial matter to 
convert everything to N = 26 – using DS[2] or S[2] as D[1]. For example Px can be saved as a 
file and opened inside N = 26 , but as a tile it will be the wrong size and position. To convert it to 
the standard GenStar region at DS[2]: 

N26Px = TranslationTransform[cS[11]]*[[Px]*GenScale[26]/GenScale[13]  
  
Any such tile should will also exist at S[2] , so construct it there with 

 N26PxR = ReflectionTransform[{1,0},cS[11]][N26Px]] 

Parameters such as center and height can be converted in the same fashion and they will still be 
exact because ScaleChange[N,N/2] will always be in the scaling field for N twice-odd. For 
example if  f[GenScale[13]] is hPx in N = 13 then  f[GenScale[13]*GenScale[26]/GenScale[13] 
will be the exact height in N = 26. 

Third Generation  

 

This 3rd generation is not self-similar to either the 1st or 2nd generations, but the region local to 
M[2] appears to be just a scaled version of the 2nd generation and Py is a perfect scaled copy of 
the Py from above, so it has height hPy*GenScale[13] relative to the Py of the 2nd generation. 
The entire semi-invariant darkened region around M[2] seems to be self-similar – and if this is 
true, it should remain self-similar for all subsequent generations. This self-similarity ends at the 
boundary of this region and the Px shown here is no longer ‘conforming; to D[1]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fourth Generation  

The 4th generation is similar to the second (and it is also a ‘right-side’ family), but it is clearly 
not self-similar.  Px has returned and we will check to see if its related to the Px of Gen2. Based 
on our remarks above it is no surprise that the region around M[3] appears to be self-similar to 
the previous two generations. We will derive Py here from first principles and verify that it is 
self-similar to the original from the 2nd generaton. We will also derive Px and conclude that it is 
not just a scaled version of the Px of the 2nd generation.

 

Derivation of Py 

We will derive Py inside N = 26 – just as in the 2nd generation earlier. Once again the two star 
points of Py are star[5] of M[3] (which is also star[3] of S[10])  and star[11] of Sy as shown 
below. Except for scale, this diagram is identical to the 2nd generation case above. 

 

(i) To get the star points of M[3] we need the exact height and midpoint. The height is easy since 
M[3] is just a scaled version of S[11], so rM3 = rS[11]*GenScale[13]^3;  
hM3 = HeightFromRadius[rM3,13]; Since the vertices of tiles like M[3] are not usually in exact 
symbolic form, the exact midpoint cannot be obtained in the obvious way by subtracting two 
vertices, but we can use the fact that vertex7 of M[3] is StarD3[[11] – which is exact:  
MidM3 = StarD3[[11]][[1]] + {sideD3/2,0}; where sD3 = s0*GenScale[13]^3. Therefore 
StarM3 = Table[MidM3 + {hM3*Tan[k*Pi/13],0}, {k,1,5}]; 
 



(ii) To find Sx from ‘first principles’ use the Two-Star Lemma with  p1= StarM3[[1]] and  p2 = 
StarM3[[3]]; so d = p1-p2. 

It may look like star[1] of M[3] is the GenStar of Sx, but this is not true. There is a slight offset 
between M[3] and Sx, so StarM3[[1]] is actually star[11] of Sx – and StarM3[[3]] matches up 
with star[6] of Sx. 

Therefore hSx = d[[1]]/(Tan[11*Pi/26]+ Tan[6*Pi/26]); 
x1 = MidSx= p2+{hSx*Tan[6*Pi/26],0};  
cSx= x1+ {0,hSx}; rSx = RadiusFromHeight[hx,26];Sx = RotateCorner[cSx+ {rSx,0},26,cSx]; 
 
(Here we have a simple test of validity – because hSx must also be hDS4 = 

HeightFromRadius[rS[4]*GenScale^3,26] = 3 3 2(1 [ ]) [ ] [ ] [ ]
13 13 26 13

Cos Sec Tan Tanπ π π π
−   

(iii) Sy is a simple displacement of Sx. The displacement is the distance between star[8] of Sx 
and star[4] of M[3]- which is also sM[3] 

StarSx =  Table[MidSx - {hSx*Tan[k*Pi/26],0}, {k,1,11}]; 
d1 = StarSx[[8]]-StarM3[[4]];  Sy  = Table[Sx[[k]] - {d1[[1]],0}, {k,1,26}]; 
StarSy = Table[StarSx[[k]]-{d1,0},{k,1,11}]; 
 
(iii) Now we have exact valus of the two defining star points for Py: 

p1= StarDS10[[3]][[1]]; p2 = StarSy[[11]][[1]]; d = p2-p1; 
hPy = d/(Tan[Pi/13]+ Tan[5*Pi/13]); 
MidPy = {p2,-1}-{hPy*Tan[Pi/13],0}; cPy = MidPy+ {0,hPy}; 
rPy = RadiusFromHeight[hPy,13]; Py= RotateCorner[cPy+{0,rPy},13,cPy]; 
 

The trigonomatric form for hPy is lengthy but in complex-valued form it simplifies to 

hPy = 
1/13 6 1/13 3/13 5/13 6/13

1/13 2 2/13 4/13 1/13 2/13 3/13 4/13
( 1 ( 1) ) (1 ( 1) 2( 1) ( 1) ( 1) )

(1 ( 1) ) (1 ( 1) )(1 ( 1) )(1 ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) )
− + − + − − − + − + −

−
+ − + − + − + − + − + − + −

 

≈ {.00000389573329569241146425229871713, 0i} 

AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hPy,GenScale[13]],x]  yields 
2 3 4 5349 12719 17671 67 7019 711

208 208 104 104 208 208
x x x x x

− + + − −   

 
Once again this is relative to N = 26 and it should be converted to hPy/hN for N = 13, so  
 
AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hPy/hS[11],GenScale[13]],x] is 

2 3 4 51 39 95 57 79 7
16 16 8 8 16 16

x x x x x
− + − + + +  = x2[

2 3 4 55 91 249 11 127 7
16 8 8 4 16 8

x x x x x
− + + − −  ] 



  
The right-hand polynomial above is the fundamental polynomial derived earlier for Py in the 
second generation, so if this equation is true, then the Py scale by x = GenScale[13]. It is not 
trivial to verify this equality by hand because the minimal polynomial for GenScale[13] is  

2 3 4 5 61 36 85 48 21 12x x x x x x− + − − + + +   
 
AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[GenScale[13]^2*hPy/hS11,GenerationScale[13]],
x] is indeed the new polynomial on the left above, so hPy here is exactly x2hPy earlier 
Derivation of Px 

Px is ‘conforming’ so it shares star[1] of D3, but it also shares star[10], so if it was a member of 
the First Family of D[3] it would have to be S[10]. But the Gender Change Lemma does not 
apply for S[k] with k even, so Px is not a simple gender-change of S[10]. This is the first 
example to show how an even S[k] N-gon can be transformed to an N/2-gon using the same 
star[k] point.

 

(i) Find the star points of D3 (which is an abbreviation for D[3]) 

Because we are working inside N = 26, generations scale by GenScale[13] – not GenScale[26]. 
This is easy to implement because GenScale[13] is scale[11] of N = 26], so define GenScale = 
scale[11]. 
 
rD3 = rS[2]*GenScale^3; hD3 = HeightFromRadius[rD3,26]; MidD3 = {cD3[[1]],-1}; 
StarD3 = Table[MidD3 - {hD3*Tan[k*Pi/26],0}, {k,1,11}]; 
 

By the Existence Theorem of [H5], S[10] would normally be constructed from D[3] using shared 
star[1] and star[10]  – which would have local index 13-10 = 3 – as shown above. But here S[10] 
does not exist and instead the star[10] point is the left side star[1] of Px. 

(ii) Using the Two-Star Lemma construct Px using star[1] and star[10] of D[3] 

This is the opposite side version and the matching local indices of Px are 6 and 1 so 

p1= StarD3[[10]]; p2=StarD3[[1]]; d= p1-p2; hPx = d[[1]]/(Tan[6*Pi/13]+Tan[Pi/13]) = 
 



 
 
(iii) Construct Px using the given height and either p1 or p2 
 
MidPx=p1-{hPx*Tan[Pi/13],0}; cPx = MidPx+{0,hPx};rPx = RadiusFromHeight[hPx,13];  
Px = RotateCorner[cPx + {0,rPx},13,cPx]; 
(iv) Verify that hPx is in the scaling field S13 – which is generated by GenScale 
 
AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hPx,GenScale],x] = 

2 3 4 545 6557 2263 431 1017 425
52 208 26 104 52 208

x x x x x
− + − − + +  

 

but  in terms of N = 13 this is hPx/hN = 
2 3 4 55 91 249 11 127 7

16 8 8 4 16 8
x x x x x

− + + − −   

 
as above. 

 

The Edge Geometry of N = 13 

This is studied below using the dual-center map described in the Appendix to [H5]. Below are 
web scans of this region. It is clear that S[1] does not support M[2] or D[2] tiles, but S[2] has a 
second generation S[2][2] as shown here. 

 

 



Zooming in this image shows the imported (ideal) First Family of S[2][2] in magenta 

 

There are no obvious ‘hits’ with existing tiles, but the edges of S[2][2] have structure which 
could support future generations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Projections and Pinwheels 

To do Pinwheel maps for N = 13, we will use used Ring2 so the new origin is  
cMRing2= -4*cS[6][[1]], 0} = {32.9429638179939738080136658146,0} 
The primary strip is shown below with Mom on the far left and cMRing2 the magenta dot. 
 

 

First some Projections. N = 13 has 6 projections so there are 5 non-trivial projections to choose 
from. We will show all 5 below for the center of M[1]. From the table above we can see that 
M[1] has period 130 so the  projections are period 65. In the 5 plots below we will include Mom 
to see the scale. 

cM1= CFR[GenScale]={-7.75710962592337791770590,-0.941883634852104054313964} 
Ind = IND[cM1 ,200];  
 
GraphicsGrid[{{ 
Graphics[{poly[Mom],Blue,Line[PIM[cMom1,66,2]]}], 
Graphics[{poly[Mom],Blue,Line[PIM[cMom1,66,3]]}], 
Graphics[{poly[Mom],Blue,Line[PIM[cMom1,66,4]]}], 
Graphics[{poly[M],Blue,Line[PIM[cM1,66,5]]}], 
Graphics[{poly[M],Blue,Line[PIM[cM1,66,6]]}]}}, Frame->All ] 
 

 

Now some projections using a point from generation 2 which may be non-periodic. This is the 
initial point that generated the magenta region in the generation 2 plot below. We show the first  
points in the P6 projection on the left with its 'embellishments' and the more austere Pinwheel P6 
on the right       

                                    

                                            



Below is the extended Pinwheel projections of this point which is: 
q1 = {-7.568005680862579237240384, -0.938196448020692870765020} + cMRing2; 
This is 730,000 points generated using 100 million iterations. 
 

        
 
 
 
 
 



Below is part of the P2 Pinwheel for same points 

              

It should be no surprise that the projections of the Moms shows a large-scale fractal structure. 
Below is the first 700,000 point in the P6 projection of q1 = CFRGen[Gen^7] + cMomRing2. 
This is a 'monster' with height in excess of 400,000 units. The right side shows the first loop. 
Mom is an invisible speck at the top left. 
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Links: 
(i) The author’s web site at DynamicsOfPolygons.org is devoted to the outer billiards map and 
related maps from the perspective of a non-professional. 
   
(ii) A Mathematica notebook called FirstFamily.nb will generate the First Family and related star 
polygons for any regular polygon. It is also a full-fledged outer billiards notebook which works 
for all regular polygons. This notebook includes the Digital Filter map (which is only applicable 
for N even). The default height is 1 - to make it compatible with the Digital Filter map. For 
investigations without the Digital Filter map, it may be preferable to use one of the notebooks 
described below – with the more natural convention of radius 1. Of course the scaling is 
independent of these choices, so it is an easy matter to mix the conventions. 
 
 (iii) Outer Billiards notebooks for all convex polygons (radius 1 convention for regular cases). 
There are four cases: Nodd, NTwiceOdd, NTwiceEven and Nonregular.  
 
(iv) The open source PARI software at pari.math.u-bordeaux.fr has impressive facilities for 
computer algebra and algebraic number theory. There is an excellent introduction to Galois 
Theory and PARI in Fields and Galois Theory by J.S Milne – which is available at 
www.jmilne.org/math/ 
 
(v) We also recommend the open source (GPL- GNU) Sage software which was originally 
devised in 2005 by William Stein at U.C. San Diego, as a Python and C++ based library. It 
currently has hundreds of developers around the world and an extensive library of routines for 
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number theory, algebra and geometry. Sage runs on an Oracle Virtual Machine which will install 
on almost any operating system.  
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